
7 Grey St.

Balwyn, 31 03

Australia

8 June 1 998

Dear Eileen,

Thank you for your December letter and the interesting news of your trip to

'

P Y. This letter is two in one - the first is in response to a tetter to S heila, copy enclosed

,

from Dr Dora Stimson whom she met when visiting Ian Robb in 1 996. It is a very round-

about request from Ian, on Sam's behalf, asking for infomiation about Belle Menzies, the

first single woman missionary from Australia to Korea. As I had to write the article on her

for the Australian Dictionar)' of Evangelical Biography in 1 994 I have justphotcopied my

original article for you. I was limited to 200 words and although I could give you a much

longer screed I'm sure this is more than enough for the limited space Sam would have for

one obscure woman! She was for us a very special person;w called her plain 'Auntie'

.

If you want to use it there is no need for any further permission than mine. But if it is all

some imagined dream of Ian's, just r'ead and forget it.

-2. The second reason is that I am collecting and recording on computer information for a

revision of the History of the Austra lian Presbyterian Mission in Korea, 1 889-1 941, by

Edith A. Kerr and George Anderaon, published by the church in 1970.1 have a large

ar-nount of material that should be recorded in an available fomr and the existing 'history'

has many mistakes and of course is not up to date with the many deaths since 1 970

besides being of limited scope. Having got interested in biogra.phy during research on

Dad, I find the existing record tells sometihng of what was done and of mission policies,

but hardly anything about the people who did the missionary work. The w-omien often did

not even have names, only Mrs. Anderson or Miss Perry, and that goes for the minutes of

the church bodies that sent them too. Several years ago I made an album with pictures of

each missionary and the given names of each, and that took a lot of research! There are

two copies in Korea and tv/o in Austra.Iia - the pictures a contribution by a friend, an

amateur photogra.pher who made copies, some from group pictures.

I have no intention of actually writing a history' myself - I'm past coping with publication

and in any case I'm not a historian. But John Brown has said he hopes to wite a history

himself and what I am doing will provide him with information not readily available in

Sydney, where he has been for years, nor in Canberra where he and Norma now live as

she has been called to a Canberra, church. I don't expect he will use much of the

biographical bits but at least they will be available for anyone '(vanting information on an

individual missionary they are interested in.

After all that irrelevant background I r'nust tell you what I am asking of you, Eileen, on

Horace's suggestion. Rather than write it all from scratch, I am sending you the letter I

'wrote to Horace after he indicatied he had found some material on your mission that is in

Yonsei Library that might help me solve the problem of what happened to the Choryanq

church, its people and, less important, the building. He was unable to find any

information referring to an individual church and suggested you might ha'/e access to

such. ? reports of Kyung Nam Presbytery.

The period concerned is from 1910to1913or 14, during which the Chorj^ang Church

established by the Australian mission, basically by Adamson, seems to have

disappeared and been absorbed by the church in Yung Joo Dong
( ^ ),
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adjacent to Choryang Dong. During that period Chotyang church became connected

with your mission under a revision of territorial arrangements in 1 91 0, according to

Rhodes, p.1 29. That accounts for no infomratlon re the Choryang church in our mission

records! Only that Adamson moved to Masan in July 1 91 1 and he had been spending a

oood deal of his time there before that although actually living in Choryang.

the Centennial History of the Choryang church definitely says that the Choryang church

was closed when Adamson went to Masan. V/as that an action of your mission? unlikely.

Or did the congregation fade away? also unlikely but possible. The History written by the

present Choryang Church traces its origin to Dr. Baird's sarang pang via Yung Chu Dong

which congregation defintely bought the vacant land on which Adamson's house had

been and erected a church there in 1 920 - and changed its name to Chotyang Church.

I have a slight hope that you may have access to records of your mission of that period

and that they will include statistics of the membership of Chotyang Church as distinct

from Yung Joo Dong church and whether or not Chotyang was actually closed and by

whom. But please do not go to a great deal of trouble researching this point.

1 have included the chapter I have vwitten about the period during which our two missions

swre both wtlting in Kyung Nam If Sam has time to read it I would be grateful if he would

correct any etrors'on my part. None of this period is within my memory or his and he may

have fuller records of the various agreements made during the 23 years we wot1<ed

together.

Best wishes to you both from us both.

Love,



CHAPTER 2 - USA RELATIONS 1891-1914

SOUTH KVUNG SANG PROVINCE:

Period of cooperation of the Australian and American Presbuterian

hissions 1891-1914

The tragic death of the Rev. J.H.Davies on 5 April 1890 was a hard blow

to the Victorian Church. It stirred the church to claim for Christ the

people for whom this brilliant young life had been laid down. However,

it was not until June 1891 that the Fellowship Union found a candidate

to replace him. The Rev. James Hannah hackau .
then minister of St.

John's Church, Ballarat, was appointed by the Foreign Mission

Committee. [No mention of his wife!) (F.M.C. Min.4 June 1691)

At the same time the newly formed Presbyterian Women's Missionaru

Union (P.W.M.U.) had three women ready to go: Miss Belle Menzies, Miss

Maru Fawcett and Miss Jean Ferru. Together with Mr. J.H. and Mrs. Sara_

Mackay the five Australians arrived in Fusan on 12 October 1891 to

establish the Australian Mission there. (Mackay 14/10/91)

Davies had gone to Fusan, after consultation with his American

colleagues, with a view to founding an Australian Mission in that area in

response to Archdeacon Wolfe’s letter. He had died there and naturally

the Victorian Church looked to Fusan as the centre for their work.

In the interval that elapsed before the new recruits arrived,, the

Presbyterian Church US.A. feit it imperative that work shouldbe

started }n Pusan. It was the leadingport of Korea,, the main entrance to

the south, the nearest point to Japan and the main port of call for ships

plying between the West and the Far East. Hence in March 1891 the

newly arrived Rev. W.M.Baird with Mr. Underwood went down to Pusan to

select a site for a new station. Theyfound the Koreans unwilling to sell

land andhad to return to Seoul. Six months !ater armed with an order

procuredby the American Minister from the Korean Government giving

permission for the purchase of three lots in what to be a Foreign

Settlement
",.
Mr. Baird returned to Pusan.

He bought land in September 1891 within the Japanese treaty port but

just above the existing Japanese Settlement, land farrried by Koreans at

Voung Seun Ridge [now, in 1996, the site of the Commodore

Hotel] and began building his house that month.
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At that time the only Westerners in Fusan were the families of Mr. J.H.

Hunt, an Englishman, Commissioner of Customs, and Dr. R.A. Hardie. then

an independent missionary, like Gale, of the Toronto V.M.C.A. They were

not supporting him adequately so he was working part-time for Hunt as

physician to the Customs. (He joined the Methodist Episcopal Mission in

1898.) The Herdies were iemporahly on Deer Island (Yung Do) fn a

small house erected as an Isolation unit for any foreigners arriving and

needing Quarantine. They invited TIr. Baird to share their quarters and

later when they secured a house in the Japamese settlement he and Mrs.

Baird stayed with them until they were ahie to have their own house.

Such was the situation in Fusan when the Australian party arrived

unannounced on 12 October 1891. Who was to blame for the lack of

communication is not recorded. But the PWMU on 20 July 1891

instructed its secretary to write to the FMC asking that, when

arrangements are made for the reception in Korea of the Mackays, the

three PWMU ladies be included. Presumably she did so. The FMC arranged

the passages for all five missionaries.

Fusan, although it had become the second city of Korea in importance,

consisted then of three townships around the harbour, separated by

fields: the treaty port where the people, about 5,000, and their houses

were Japanese, three miles (5 km) to the NE the old Korean walled city

of Pusanchin with some 4,000 people in rnud-walled, thatched roof huts,

and in between the village of Choryang ( ) with 2,500 people

including a small Chinese community.

(Insert map Baird p. 17)

The Hardies and Bairds did their best to find somewhere for the five

Australians to live in a Fusan where Koreans were unwilling, and

probably afraid, to take in 'foreign devils'. Among the flimsy Japanese

houses the only room available was the storeroom of a house on the

main street.
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Tur MISSION OF THE PRESBVTERIAN CHURCH U.S.A. IN PUSAN

hr. Baird began to build his house and a 'sarang' or guest room ( )

and he and his wife, Annie, moved on 5 March from the over-crowded

Hardie home into a 'tool shed' on their property and in April into the

still unfinished house. Their first child, Nancy Rose, was born there on 5

July 1892. She and Douglas Avison (parents en route to Seoul) were

baptised there in August 1893 - the first baptisms in Fusan. (Baird

22,24)

The second American family to settle in Fusan was that of Dr. Hugh and

Mrs. Fannie Brov/n, both doctors. They arrived in December 1891 and

built their house and the first dispensary on the property Baird had

bought. Dr. Brown contracted tuberculosis and was forced to resign in

1893 and died two years later.

He was succeeded by Dr. C.H. Irvin and his wife, Bertha, in 1893. Irvin

built a larger dispensary which served for all the medical work of the

station, including surgery, until 1903 when the Junkin Memorial

Hospital was opened. This was the first modern hospital in Korea and it

had a very good reputation. Dr. Irvin resigned in 1911 but continued

living in Fusan in private practice for many years. Mrs. Irvin had

returned to the USA after finding him living with a Korean woman.

(Huntleu. d.391) When the property was sold a part was used to fund new

medical work in Manchuria. (Rhodes 128f. 134, 372)

Mr. Baird travelled extensively through not only Kyung Sang Do (North

and South were not then divided) but Chulla Do too. But he was very

careful not to baptise people requesting it until he was sure of their

commitment. Actually the first Koreans he baptised, in Pusanchin on 22

April 1894, had been taught and influenced by the Australian women

missionaries (see below). On 15 July 1894 Baird baptised a man and a

woman employed in his home. Both were from the north and returned

there. (Baird 27)

The Americans established worshipping communities that became

churches. The first in the Fusan area was at Yeung Seun Hyun ( )

in the sarang at Baird's house. VYhen there were too many people for that

room they moved into and bought in 1902 the office of the local suburb,

Veuno Joo Dong ( ), and changed their name to Young Joo Dong

Church. In 1920 this church bought the property of the Australian

Presbyterian Mission at Choryang ( ) and built there a brick church.



the congregation being the combined believers of the Veung Joo Dong

Church and the successors of the original Choryang Church established

by Adamson, see below. (Choryang Centenaru Historu 7 1,73.)

The next churches were Voung Do ( ) and Ja Kal Chi ( ) later

called Hang Seu ( ). The first church established by the Americans in

the country was at Kim Hai ( ) in 1 896. (Rhodes 1 30) The American

mission opened a sub-station at Hiryang ( ) in 1911.

During the twenty-three years that the Americans served in South

Kyung Sang (1891-1914) twenty one members of the mission had

assignments in Fusan for, in the main, brief terms. The frequent changes

were due to ill health, deaths, a lack of harmony in the station,

resignations and the opening of Taiku station. (Rhodes 133,151)

In addition to evangelistic and medical work they had started

educational work, among both boys and girls, and Bible classes for

women and men.

V/ithdrawal from Pusan

Dr. Rhodes reports in his history of the mission (p. !J2) that "es eeriy os

1902 the odvisahility of closing the Pusan Station was before the

flission " Much of the station 's work was in North Kyung Sang and could

be conveniently done from Taiku. The blission moreover wished to open

another station somewhere between Taiku and Seoul.

Paik (p.189) quoting R.E.Speer, Report on the Hission o f the

Presbyterian Board of Foreign Mission in 1897, p.43, says that, when the

first agreement between the Presbyterian Churches U.S.A. and U.S. was

made as to the territory in which each would work, in 1893, "an

agreement was soon reached" between the Presbyterian Church U.S.A.

and the Australian Presbyterian Mission whereby "the two districts

nearest Fusan were made a joint territory and the southern portion of

the province was given to the A.P.M., while the region north of the

Naktong river went to the American Mission".

No record has been found in Australia of any official agreement at that

time. But Mackay wrote on 1 1/12/91 that he was invited to the Annual

meetings of the American mission in January and must attend. They

wished the two missions to be united and he refers to Davies' actions.

Mrs. Mackay became ill the next day and died on 27 January, so he could
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not go, was 111 himself and left no record of any action. But again he

wrote on 16/12/92 that he was going to the Annual Meetings of the

American mission in three weeks at their invitation to discuss

important matters re the three missions: a scheme of union, division of

the field, oversight of converts, training of helpers, publication of

literature etc. Once more he was ill with malaria and could not go.

Whatever the agreement was, by 1901 it was not satisfactory to either

mission. A letter from Rev. Andrew Adamson (Australian) of 9 October

1901 (Messenoer 27 Dec. 1901, p. 942) reports on Presbyterian Council

meetings. There were two overtures from the A.P.M., one re division of

labour in the southern province and the other re Presbyterian Church

government. The minutes of the F M.C. for 18 Dec. 1901 refer to the

territorial division and “our mission opinion that we should not remove

from the present scene of operations".

On 18 March 1902 the F.M.C. minutes record a letter from the American

Board offering to purchase the A.P.M. property. The FMC replied that they

had no intention of leaving the Fusan area and hoped for a wise division

of territory. This was reported to the Nov. G.A. (Min. Nov. 1902, p. xlviii)

On 18 March 1903 the F.M.C.requested the Missionaries in Korea to

cooperate with the other Presbyterian missions in the formation of a

united native Presbyterian Church. Currell wrote to Fraser on 22 July

1903 that it was likely the Americans will take the centre of the

province on either side of the Naktong river and the Australians have the

eastern and western parts.

On 12 August 1903 Adamson moved in the mission executive that they

ask the Americans to consider withdrawing from Masan and leaving its

control entirely in Australian hands. The Americans replied on 24

August asking for a conference. This was held on 20 October 1903.

(letter Engel to Fraser 20 Nov. 1903) The American proposal:.

Australian territory: Ulsan, Keychang, Eunyang, Yangsan (except

Pumkoo), Kuchay (Koje), Chinhay, Koseng.

American: Kimhai. Ungch'en, Miryang, Ryungsan (? Euiryung), Ch'ang yang

(? Ch'ang Nyung), Chilwon, Changwon (except within 15 1i of Masan).

Rest of S. Kyung Sang unassigned until work shall develop there,

suggesting that Australian have southern half and American northern.

The Australians accepted this with the definition of South and North by

a line from the junction of the Nam and Naktong rivers west to Chiri

San. Tongnay and port of Masan and 15 1i around them to be common

territory.
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(Engel had been present at the American mission's annual meeting in

September.)

On 7 April 1904 EnQel reported official notice that the American Board

had approved the recommendation and the F.M.C. reported to the Nov. G.A.

that an amicable settlement had been arrived at. (tiins. p. Iv)

In 1905 the Australian women w ere helping the Americans (who were

short of experienced women in the south) with Bible classes inTaiku as

well as in hiryang. (liins G.A. 1905 p.l)

From 1908 there were further discussions on territory. In that year the

Presbyterian U.S. (South) gave up the Choong Chung ( ) provinces to

concentrate on the Chullas ( ). ( Paik, p.370) The Presbyterian U S A.

(North) mission offered to withdraw from S. Kyung Sang Province if the

Australians could get sufficient additional workers to staff it, or, if

not, to establish a sub-station at Miryang (halfway to Taiku). They were

reluctant to withdraw altogether from Fusan chiefly because Dr. Irvin's

medical work was flourishing and strongly supported by an influential

church in New Jersey, and also because Mrs. Irvin was doing a much

appreciated work among Korean women and in a girls' school. But Fusan

station staff were not working well together. (Rhodes 153)

In Australia (Messenger Jan.2. 1 909.P.2) the church was told more

missionaries were needed because the Americans were offering to re-

arrange the division of territory and we must either accept more

responsibility or gradually retire from the field. The Messenger (Feb. 19,

p.l 17) said that the redivision offered will raise our constituency from

750,000 to one million souls. This involved more churches but also more

convenience. Engel was then having to travel two days across American

territory to reach his western churches. The G.A. 1909 approved the

rearrangement of territory but no details are recorded.

Rhodes (p.443) says the redivision was agreed i n Taiku in the fall of

1909 and ratified by the Boards in February 1910. Australia received 12

groups and gave over 1 1, all in the same presbytery.

Included in the agreement was a provision that Masan (and radius of 15

li around it), Tongnai district east of the railway, Fusanchin and

Kookwan remain exclusive territory of the A.P.M. Adamson and Engel

exchanged districts so that Adamson had no work in the east and

therefore he should be stationed at Masan as soon as possible. (Council
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Minutes 1909,p.1; 1910, p 3)

On 13 March 1910 the Chorpanq Church established by Adamson was

transferred to the American Mission. (Rhodes, 129) The Centennial

Historu of Choruanq Presbuterian Church, (in Korean) p.72, reports that,

when Adamson went to Masan in July 191 1, the church he had

established v^as closed and the majority of members joined the Veung

Joo Dong church. That church traced its origins to that which grew out

of the congregation which began to worship in the sarang room of

Baird's house at Veung Seun Hyun.

Adamson wrote (Messenger 1910, Nov.4,p.703) that in the exchange the

"number of enrolled Christians handed over to the Americans was 646 as

against 229 received". These figures are probably for his churches only.

But the 1910 'agreement' was still unsatisfactory. In January,191 1, the

Mission Council asked the F.M.C. to propose to the Americans that the

whole of S. Kuuno Sana be handed over to the A.P.M. and suggested that

the Americans be invited to work among the Japanese. (Council Min.

Jan,191 1, p.13)

In April 1911 Dr. Irvin resigned and the loss of the medical work he

was doing and also the educational work Mrs. Irvin was active in meant

that the American mission was less committed to Fusan. Following a

previous decision, they began to build a residence in Miryang that

summer and in November Rev. R.E. Winn and family and Miss Doriss

moved there. But the next Annual Meeting decided against a motion to

have the main station in Miryang rather than Fusan and the Winns moved

back to Fusan while Miss Doriss was on sick leave. (Rhodes 133)

The Centenaru Historu of the Choryano Church (p.7S. note 10) records

that at the first meeting of the Kyung Sang Presbytery on 6 January

1912 the presbytery was divided into 12 districts and missionaries

assigned to each:

Australians - Adamson : Koje ,
Vong Nam ,

Ham An ,
Eui

Ryung ,
Masan Po

Engel . Pusanchin session ,
Pusan East Prefecture ,

Eun Vang ,
Ulsan NW side

Mackenzie : Ulsan Pyung Vung session ,
Kichang Anpyung session

,
Kichang Ulsan part SE side

Currell : Chinju, Sachun session ,
Sam Ka

Koseng
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Lyall : Hadong ,
Kon Vang

,
Nam Hai

Macrae: Kuchang ,
An Eui ,

Ham Vang

Watson : Chin Hai ,
Koseng

Americans: Smith: Pusan port Veung Seun Ridge

part SW side ,
Kim Hai county east side

part Chang Won ,
Oong Chun county SE side

county SW side.

Rodoer Winn: Vang San
,
Miryang W. Side

Georoe Winn : Chang Won session ,
Vang San

Hap Chun ,
Kinri Hai SW side.

HcFariand: Eui Ryung ,
others in North Kyung Sang

Bruen: all in North Kyung Sang

Also in 1912 the A P.M. decided that Macrae should open a station in

Kuchang, previouslg American territory, and to ask the Americans to

hand main control of the leprosarium in Fusan to the A.P M.. (Council

mins. Jan.1912 p.30)

At the Annual Meeting of the American Mission in 1913, Engel and Lyall

represented the A.P.M. making a formal request that all of American

mission work in the province be handed over to the A.P M. This was

agreed to by a vote of 40 to 6. (Rhodes 134 and Mins. G.A. May 1913

p.lxvii)

The A.P.M. bought the Miruanq property in 1 9 1 4 and American property

in Fusan was sold to a Japanese in 1919. It was not till after the

Mission Council, September, 1914, (OMAW, Jan. 1916, p.4. in Masan

Report) that all negotiations for the transfer of territorial

responsibility were complete. The A.P.M. was now responsible for the

evangelisation of one and one half million people.

At the time of the transfer the American Mission claimed 101 churches

and groups, 1887 baptised adults and 3816 total adherents. (Rhodes

134)

,
Pusan

,
Masan

,
Chil Won

,
Choon Ki session.

,
Cho Kae
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7 Grey St.

Balwyn, 3103

14April1998

Dear Horace,

Thank you for your letter of 6 March and apologies for delay in answering because I

knew I would need to spend much time organising the answerand must finish my 1 91

3

chapter before tackling this. Thanks also for the article by Peter which has been

circulating among interested people and also the one re Dorothy's new work, which I

have returned to Marj.

My primary concern is to know what happened to the original Choryanci church

established by Adamson of APM, amived Pusan, 20 May 1 894 and moved to Masan late

July 1 91 1 So far as records I can find here are concernred it has vanished, (both

congregation and buildinci) without tra.ce, sometime bebwen 1 909 when Adamson v/rote

that a new building wouWsoon be needed because the congregation was growing too

large for the one he built In 1 900 (Report to Mission Council Sept. 1 909) and 1914.

Rhodes, p.1 29, states that 'On March 1 3, 1 91 0, a third c\\^> church (Choryang) wa.s

tra.nsferred from the APM as the result of a division of territory ." It remained under the

American mission until some time in 1 914 when the last missionaries were withdrawn

from S.Kyeng Sang. What happened to the Choryang congregation (and their church

building) during those years?

According to the Centennial History of the Choryang Church, 1 992 (
CCH here), pp.?2-

73, the Choryang Church, which the authors claim to have descended from, was the

church established by Baird at his sarang pang at Young Sun Hyun In 1 892, moved to

the building of the Yung Joo Dong office which '/vas rented at first and in 1 91 2 bought

and renovated. They were then called Yeng Joo Dong church. The CCH uses the (wo

names interchangably. Young Sun Hyun and Yung Joo Dong, and, most confusingly,

refers to the church as 'Yung Joo Dong (Choryang) Church' in recounting events years

before they moved to Choryang. Their first minister, Han Tuk Yong, was inducted on 27

Sept. 1 91 2 as the minister of three churches - Yung Joo Dong (Young Sun Hyun), Yung

Do, and Ja Kal Chi [now Harig Suh], (CCH p.75)

CCH, p.73, says that the church established by Adamson at Choryang w^s closed after

he went to Masan in July 1 91 1 and the majority of its members went to the nearby Y ung

Joo Dong chur'ch.

As this closure would have occurred during the years the NP Mission was responsible for

Choryang church, (1 91 0 - 1 3), I have some hope that itrmy have been mentioned in the

records you referred to as having been put in Yonsei Libr’ary. If not, I will follow up your

suggestion and ask Eileen Moffett's help.

The first minister', Han, only stayed a year and moved to Kimhai. Understandably, he is

not mentioned in any Australian records. There was then a vacancy until in 1 91 5, July 1

3

when Chung Tuk Saing was inducted. This time it was to Tour churches around Fusan

harbour" (Our Missionaries at Work, July 1 91 6, p.4. An Australian publication). The four

would have been the same three but ? plus Choryang - said to have been closed in

1911. (CCH).



In 1 920 (Minutes Mission Council, June, p.6) a deputation from the nrung Choo Dong

church, Fusan," asked that the property at Choryang be sold to them at the original cost

price for the new church they proposed to build. This was granted but the price was not

the original, although it was much less than the cument value. ( The Adamson residence

had been removed and rebuilt at Fusanchin in 1 91 2.) A brick church with a bell tower

that could be seen from the harbour was built promptly and was removed in 1 966 when

the present church was built on the same property'. (Now 1 005 Choryang Dong, Dong

Ku, Pusan.) It was Kosin Pa most of the time we were in Korea, but there have been
^

combinations since that I know not and the book is labelled <^-i -4- "T/ 3^

At that time there was discussion as to the name of the church which v/as now for the first

time actually in Choryang. During the negotiations vrith our mission it was referred to as

the nearby church, Yung Coo Tong church. As they had been involved in the Sam II

movement and members suffered for it, ther'e were some who wanted to call the new

church the Sam II Church. The final decision was to call it the Choryang Sam II Church -

with the idea that the Japanese could interpret that as the Trinity, or as Faith, Hope and

Love! 'Sam H' seems to have been dropped now. (CCH, p.1 06)

1 was sent a copy of CCH because I was asked some ten years ago to help them with

material for their history. I had already done a similar job for Pusanchin church but

meantime had found more material and made contact with Andrew Ray, the grandson of

J.H. Mackay, the second APM missionary who replaced Davies in 1 891 and arrived with

the three PWMU ladies and his wife, Sara, who died after three months. He married Mary

Fawcett, one of the PY/MU three, and the grandmother of Andrew Ray. He has copies of

many of Mackay's letters and many very good pictures, but there are infuriating gaps in

the story they tell - partly due to illness of his wife and then himself at crucial times, e.g.

when he was to attend the annual meetings of your mission in Jan. 1 892 and 1 893, and

partly because he was not a very practical man.

Anyway, I sent much material, photocopies of letters and of pictures, to the editor of CCH

and they used it mostly as a sort of preface, unrelated to the actual history - probably

because they did not know howto relate it and because their English wa.s not adequate

to fully understand what I wote. In any case there are mistakes, such as labelling a

picture of the church built by Adamson with money raised in Austt'alia, plus some local

contributions, as 'The first Choryang Church, Yung Sun Hyun church (Baird's Mission

house)' (CCH, p.71) On p. 8 the same picture appears, with other material I sent, labelled

Choryang church's first building [comectly] and below it a picture I sent of Adamson's

house with the church building behind it, labelled (correctly, but misleadingly] the

missionary's residence on the left arid the first Choryang church building on the right.

They seem to have thought this was Baird's house, [cf. p.7l]

I have given you all these references just in case there is a copy of the CCH in Yonsei '

Library though you told me you did not have a copy. Actually it is a much better history

than the one Pusanchin produced which is full of guesses and suppositions rather than

documented fa.cts.

Do you have, by any chance, the Annual Meeting Minutes, referred to by Rhodes, p.1 35

,

notes 4 and 5. for 1 91 2 and 1 91 3? (1 91 2 should be pp.19.- 20 and notlLPf course.)

In the print-out of my tentative chapter which attempts to summarise the relations

beb/veen our two missions in Kyung Nam ,
the last para of page 1 5 is one that concerns

my problem, and also the first para on p.1 9.



On p.1 6, second last para, an agreement is mentioned by Paik between our two

missions and there is no record here of that agreement, probably due to Mackay's

inability to attend the meetings.

I get the impression from reading those bits of Adamson letters printed in church papers

that he was becoming less interested in Choryang church and much more in the younger

churches on Koje Is. and in Masan to which he ultimately moved. Probably he found that

the city people in Choryang were less responsive than the country ones and left the work

of evangelism there to his helpers and to his wife, just using it as a base from which to

keep itinerating. It ms not until 1 91 0 that Adamson invited any of the wmen
missionaries to take classes in his distrcts, a very big handicap self-inflicted!

I must get this in the mail today
,
the 1 5th. Sony to have given you so much to read.

My love to Dorothy,



7 Grey St

Balwyn, Australia, 31 03

10 July 1998

Dear Eileen,

Thank you for your very prompt answer to my long screed and questions and all the

interesting enclosures which I took some time to compare with what material I have. I

don't think there is anything extra in those letters ttat needs to be in a history of our

mission, but they will certainly go to whoever does write that history.

As you say, the jackpot is your second para and third. Our records give much the same

infonnation as the first part of the quote from the Fusan Station Report. I only quibble at

the place names as wrongly romanised - 'Ki Chang should be Ku Chang (the spelling

used by our mission for 7-1 ). Actually Ki Chang 7j is in the south east of

Kyung Nam, east of Pusan. And An Ai should be An Eui ^ (
peace, righteousness).

And also Enge[B correct for his name.

1 have the date 1 3 March 1 91 0 for the fransfer of Choryang Church to your mission from

Rhodes, p. 1 29. But the rest of the para, is what specially interests me - re the 'effort to

unite the two churches' ....'not entirely successful'. There are two questions still in my

mind, first, whether the effort was initiated and made by the UP Mission or the members

of the congregations - probably by both. Second question is re 'our local church at Yung

S un Kokei' which is named as one of the 'two' churches whereas I have been under the

impression that the church of the sarang pang had already moved to Yung Joo Dong in

1 902 and finally bought the property there in 1 91 2. 1 spent hoirs yesterday frying to re-

read the History and could find no mention of a 1 902 date in the large Korean book and

found that I had based my 1 902 date for the move to Yung Joo Dong on the 'Brief History'

written in English which came with the full edition and I now think the English edftion

must be wrong and the correct date was 1 91 2 for the pirchase of the property at Yung

Joo Dong but they had been using it for Sunday School for an unstated time before that.

(Incidenta.lly, Yung Sun Kokei is called in the Choryang Church History Yung Sun Hyun,

'Hyun' being the Chinese character for a steep hill or ridge and 'Kokei' the Korean word

for the same)

So the exfract you sent has thrown light on my question at least by forcing me to correct

the 1 902 date. 1 must add this question to the long list of corrections I must send to

Choryang. I have delayed writing there again until I get as much information as I can from

mission sources as my experience with Choryand is that they don't really understand

much English though I will fry to write in basic English and not with all the parentheses I

am indulging in to you.

Re the mission buildings used - Choryang History sa)« 'from 1 892 the red brick house of

40 pyung that Baird builf was the chirch building until they first rerrted and bought in

1 91 2 the dong office. After they bought it in 1 91 2 they repaired / rnprovedfyfj and

ceased using Baird's home ). 40 pyung would be 1 440 sq. ft. which seems large

for a sarang pang and small for tne house he lived in. Anyway, they managed at Yung

Joo Dong until they bought our mission properly in 1 920, built a brick church there in

1 921 ,
dedicated on 9 June 1 922. Adamson had moved to Masan on 26 July 1 91 1 . His

house in Choryang was removed by Mackenzie and rebuit in Fusanchin and ready for

them to move in when Dad and our mother, married in HongKong, arrived in Fusanchin

on 1 March 1 91 2. The mission executive was given authority to sell the land but it had not



been sold till 1 920 -? why.

I would be grateful if you would do as you suggest, next time you are in Philadelphia, and

see if the Mission Reports for Fusan station of 1 91 1 ,
'1 2 ,

1

S' or '1 rt mention Choryang or

Yung Joo Dong. One event I do know of from the Choryang History is that they called

theirfirstministertoYung Joo Dong Church together with Yung Doand ChaGal Chi,

Han Duk Yong ^ , inducted on 27 September 1 91 2. He only lasted a year and

left on 1 6 November 1 91 3. W.E.Smith would have been the missionary associated with

Yung Joo Dong andtor Choryang church until 1 91 2 and probably George Winn

afterwards.

A minor matter I noted in Rhodes' book, p.1 33, line 4: 'In 1 898 Underwood and Avison

were sent to Fusan to adjust some difficulties.' The implication seems to be that the

difficulties were within your mission. There may have been dWiculties in your mission but

it Is certain that in January 1 898 those two were sent by your mission in response to a

request from our Australian Board to try to resolve a long-standing problem between

Adamson and the PWMU women missionaries. Their advice - to enlarge the mission staff

- resulted in Engel's appointment in 1 900 and great improvement in relations.

There is no file of Korea Mission Fields here, only odd copies. Through Horac^l^
copies of the articles concerning or by either of my parents from the file in Yonsei Ltorary

.

Thank you sincerely for sending Sam's book which I shall cherish. It has not yet arrived

and I will certainly write when it does, but I don't think it can yet be considered lost it is

coming swface mail.

I do hope yoiff fracture is healing and causing less pain now. Cath and I are bc^h

wearing out bft by bit but still able to cope reasonably. Cath has had both eyes' cataracts

done and will soon have her new specs and be able to see much better. I make many

mistakes in writing because my eyes are misreading words and particularly figures, and

the old brain is getting better and better at forgetting. I lose my Irain of thought and forget

where I read something or where I put ft - as you will have discovered from trying to read

this letter. Sony!

S heila is going to Vanuatu next month for their Jubilee celebration of the very belatedly

independent Presbyterian Church of Vanuatu, and the 1 50 years since the first foreign

missionary. Lucy is in pretty good shape but her husband is not as good and is just

recovering from a very bad chest infection. I find I am attending funerals and memorial

services frequently but my own is not yet on the horizonl

My tove to you both.

Helen


